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Abstract 
The graphs with exactly one, two or three independent edges are determined. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. As 
there is no danger of confusion, we shall use the term ‘graph’ for the individual graph 
as well as for its isomorphism class. Denote by m(G, k) the number of ways in which 
k independent edges can be selected in G (k = 1,2,3, . . .). It is both consistent and 
convenient o define m(G, 0) = 1. 
The numbers m(G, k) have been extensively examined in the mathematical litera- 
ture, especially in connection with the so-called matching polynomial Cl]. 
Recall the below elementary properties of the numbers m(G, k). 
(1) If m(G, k)=O then also m(G, k+ l)=O. 
(2) If m(G, k) = 0 for all k >, 1 then G = E,, (n > 0), where K,, denotes the graph with 
n vertices and without edges. 
We say that the graph G belongs to the set Ak if m(G, k)#O and m(G, k+ l)=O. In 
this paper we characterize the graphs which belong to dl, A%‘~ and A3. It should be 
evident that 
Ao={K,,n=O, 1,2, . ..}. 
If a graph G is the union of two disjoint subgraphs HI and H2 then we 
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writeG=H1OH,.Asusual,defineH,OH2O...OH,+1=(H10H2O...OHn) 
@H,+1,n=l,2,... . If &I and Z2 are two sets of graphs then %1 @ Hz is the set of 
graphs of the form H1 0 Hz, H1 E%~, HZ~X2, etc. 
Denote by .,4$’ the set of connected graphs having the property m(G, k)#O, 
m(G, k-t l)=O. Observe that HI 0 H2~A!, implies that there are nonnegative inte- 
gers p, 4 satisfying p+q=n, such that H,EA~, H1~~q. Therefore it is possible to 
reduce the finding of J%‘~, A%?~, . . . , ~2’~ to a somewhat easier task, that is the finding of 
&.4??, “M;, .,.) Mz. We, namely, have 
Let V(G) be the vertex set of the graph G. Define an equivalence relation - on V(G) 
as follows. Two vertices x and y of G are equivalent if and only if they have the same 
neighbors. Then the respective quotient set is V(G)/- = {N,, Nz, . ..}. The subsets 
Ni, Nz, . . . (called the characteristic subsets of G) have the evident property that they 
contain mutually non-adjacent vertices. If a vertex from Ni is adjacent o a vertex from 
Nj then all vertices from Ni are adjacent to all vertices from Nj. 
If X c I’(G), then x-X means that x-y for all vertices JJEX. If H is a subgraph of 
G we write H c G. 
2. Results 
Theorem 1. GE_&: ifand only ifG is either K3 or K1,, (n> 1). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is very easy and will be skipped. 
Next, consider the following four sets of graphs d,, b,, d,, d,, depicted in Fig. 1. 
In Fig. 1 as well as in the following text the characteristic subsets are indicated by 
points or big circles. The characteristic subsets with exactly one vertex are indicated 
by points. The remaining characteristic subsets are indicated by big circles. By dashed 
lines are indicated edges which may, but need not exist in the respective graphs. 
Theorem 2. GEA’~ ifand only ifG is a connected induced subgraph of one of the graphs 
from JC1 ub2ub3ud4 (see Fig. l), but G@A,, and G&AI. 
Fig. 1. 
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Proof. Denote by C, the circuit with n vertices and observe that C,,E&&~~. Therefore 
graphs belonging to Jz’; must not contain as subgraphs circuits with more than 
5 vertices. Bearing this in mind we distinguish between the following 4 cases: 
(A) GE&Z’: and C, c G; 
(B) GEJ&&cG, but C,$G, k>55; 
(C) GE&?;, C3 c G, but Ck $ G, k>4; 
(D) GE&‘: and G is a tree. 
Case (A). 
In this case G cannot possess more than 5 vertices (for otherwise G would have three 
independent edges*). Hence, GE d 3. 
In the remaining three cases G contains as subgraph one of the graphs from Fig. 2. 
In particular G, c G in Case (B), Gz c G in Case (C) and G3 c G in Case (D). 
Denote the vertices of the graphs Gi (i = 1,2,3) as indicated in Fig. 2. Denote by 
T the set of those vertices from V(G)\ I’(Gi) which are adjacent o at least one vertex of 
Gi. Let further To be the set of the vertices from V(G)\ I’(Gi) not being adjacent o the 
vertices of Gi. The set To is empty and the graph induced by the set of vertices T has no 
edges (m(G, 3)fO). Hence V(G)= I’(Gi)U T. 
Next, denote by Ti,,,,i, (1 <ii < ..* < ik < 4; 1~ k < 4) the set of those vertices from 
V(G)\ V(G,) which are adjacent exactly to the vertices ii, . . . , ik of the graph Gi. Thus, 
Of course, some of the sets Tj,... i, must be empty in view of the conditions imposed. To 
determine the structure of G, it is necessary to analyze the compatibility conditions for 
the non-empty sets Ti,...i,. Here, we use the compatibility table of the sets 
T1, T,, T3, T4 in the basic subgraph Gi, in which the edges indicated in Fig. 2 by 
dashed lines do not exist. In the sequel, we call this table simply the basic compatibil- 
ity table of the graph Gi. 
The basic compatibility table of the graph G1 is Table 1. The compatibility and 
incompatibility of the corresponding sets are denoted by the symbols 0 and 0, 
respectively. For example, we have that the sets T1 and T2 are incompatible, that is 
they cannot be non-empty at the same time in the graph G (m(G, 3) ~0). By means of 
this table it is possible to determine for any two of the sets T1, T2, . . . , T1234 whether 
Fig. 2. 
* We shall often abbreviate this statement simply by ‘m(G, 3) # 0’. 
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Table I 
or not they can coexist in G. For example, the sets T13 and Tz4 are incompatible 
in G. 
By adding the new edges to the basic subgraph Gi (such edges are denoted in 
Fig. 2 by dashed lines), the basic compatibility table can be changed in the sense that 
some compatible sets become incompatible. For example, if the edge 24 is added to the 
basic subgraph G1, then the sets T1 and T, become incompatible in G. 
Case (B). 
In this case, among the sets Ti,,.,i, (k> 1) only the sets T13 and Tz4 can be 
non-empty (otherwise we would have C5 c G), and these two sets are incompatible in 
G. Hence, we have 
V(G)= V(G,)u(T, u T3u T&J( T,u T4u Tz4)= V(G,)u T’u T”. 
Since any two non-empty subsets T” c T’, T** c T” are also incompatible, we can 
distinguish the two Subcases (Bl) and (B2). 
Subcase (Bi). T’#@ 
Then T” =8, whence V(G) = V(G,)u T, u T3 u T13. If the edge 24 does not exist, 
then the sets Tl , T3 and T, 3 are mutually compatible and G is an induced subgraph of 
some graph from 8,. If the edge 24 is present, then the sets Tl and T3 are incompatible 
(m(G, 3) # 0) and Tl 3 = 8 (C, c G). Consequently, we have either V(G) = V(G,)u Tl or 
V(G)= V(G,)u T,, and G is an induced subgraph of some graph from g2. 
Subcase (B2). T” # 8. 
Then T’=@ and, in view of the symmetry, we get the same result as in the 
Subcase (Bl). 
Case (C). 
The basic compatibility table of the graph Gz is Table 2. Among the sets 
7;:,...ik (k> 1) only the set TJ4 can be non-empty (C,cG). Hence, we have 
V(G)= V(G,)u(T, u T2u T,u T34)u T3. The sets T1, T,, T, and T,, are mutually 
incompatible. Consequently, we can distinguish the two Subcases (Cl) and (C2). 
Subcase (Cl). Ts4 # 0. 
Then ) Ts4 I= 1 and V(G) = V(G,)u Ts4 (m(G, 3) ~0). Hence, the graph G belongs to 
the class ~7~. 
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Table 2 Table 3 
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Fig. 3. 
Subcase (C2). T34 = 8. 
In this case we have that either V(G)= V(G,)u T1 u T3 or V(G) = V(G,)u T,u T3 or 
V(G) = V(G,)u T, from which it follows that G is an induced subgraph of some graph 
from &I or &2. 
Case (D). 
In this case, the basic compatibility table is Table 3. Also, all the sets Ti,,,,ik (k> 1) 
must be empty (otherwise G would not be a tree). From Table 3 we conclude that 
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either V’(G)=V(G,)uT,uT, or V(G)=V(GJ)uT2uT4 or V(G)=V(G,)uT2uTg. 
Hence, G is an induced subgraph of some graph from bl. q 
In order to characterize the graphs belonging to A3 we first note that all graphs 
G with not more than seven vertices have at most three independent edges. On the 
other hand, any graph G with the property m(G, 3)#0 has at least six vertices. 
Consequently, all graphs with six and seven vertices which do not belong to one of the 
sets A%‘~ (k=O, 1,2) have exactly three independent edges. 
Hence the nontrivial part of the problem is the finding of all graphs with more than 
seven vertices, having exactly three independent edges. Denote by 55’: the set of all 
graphs G from A?: with the property ( V(G)/ Z 8. 
Theorem 3. GE_!?‘: ifand only ifG is a connected induced subgraph of one of the graphs 
belonging to one of the sets g1 --g14 depicted in Fig. 3, but G$Ak (k=O, 1,2). 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2, except that a significantly 
greater number of cases and subcases has to be examined. We omit these lengthy 
details. Note that Y1 1 c Y2 and Yi2 c gZ. q 
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